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Topological insulators represent a new quantum state of matter that are insulating in the bulk

but metallic on the edge or surface. In the Dirac surface state, it is well-established that the

electron spin is locked with the crystal momentum. Here we report a new phenomenon of the

spin texture locking with the orbital texture in a topological insulator Bi2Se3. We observe

light-polarization-dependent spin texture of both the upper and lower Dirac cones that

constitutes strong evidence of the orbital-dependent spin texture in Bi2Se3. The different spin

texture detected in variable polarization geometry is the manifestation of the spin-orbital

texture in the initial state combined with the photoemission matrix element effects. Our

observations provide a new orbital degree of freedom and a new way of light manipulation in

controlling the spin structure of the topological insulators that are important for their future

applications in spin-related technologies.
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T
opological insulators represent a new quantum state of
matter, which are insulating in their bulk interior but
metallic on the topologically protected edge or surface

states1–3. In the conducting surface state of the three-dimensional
(3D) topological insulators, the electron spin is locked to its
crystal momentum, forming a unique helical spin texture2. Such a
unique spin texture can suppress electron backscattering because
of the protection of the time reversal symmetry, thus making the
surface state robust against external perturbations4,5. Topological
insulators are therefore promising for applications in spin-related
electronics. The nontrivial spin texture of topological insulators
has been intensively explored theoretically6–9, and the spin-
momentum locking has been demonstrated by a number of
experiments10–15. On the other hand, caution should be taken in
the interpretation of spin-resolved photoemission results on
topological insulators because of the strong spin-orbit coupling
and the spin-dependent transition matrix element effects involved
in the photoemission process. It has been shown that the detected
spin texture of photoelectrons can be completely different from
that of the initial states16,17. It was suggested that the usually
accepted spin-conservation scenario for the spin-resolved
photoemission may become invalid in these materials17.
Meanwhile, it was proposed very recently that the spin texture
may be coupled with the orbital texture in topological insulators,
which can only be examined directly by spin- and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (SARPES) combined with
polarization-variable light source18. Such a new spin-orbital
locking picture, if proved, can provide new insight on the spin
texture formation and paves a way for light manipulation on the
orbital-selective spin textures in topological insulators.

Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a
powerful tool to study the electronic structure of materials19

and it has played a key role in discovering 3D topological
insulators20,21. ARPES can measure not only the energy and
momentum of electrons but also the orbital characters of the

measured electronic state19. Utilizing different linearly polarized
light, different orbital textures of the Bi2Se3 Dirac surface state can
be probed22. The spin-resolved ARPES goes one step further to
measure not only the electron energy and momentum but also its
spin state, providing complete information to describe the
electronic states in a solid19,23,24. It has been employed to
directly reveal the nontrivial spin texture of the topological
insulators10–15. The spin-resolved ARPES, combined with the
variable light polarization, has been proposed to be a necessary
and most suitable experimental tool to detect the spin-orbital
texture predicted in the Bi2Se3 surface state18. In this report, we
present strong evidence of the spin-orbital texture in Bi2Se3 by
using our newly developed SARPES system with polarization-
variable vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) laser source. We demonstrate
that, by switching the incident light from p- to s-polarization
geometry, the spin texture for the upper Dirac cone changes from
the left-handed to the right-handed chirality while it keeps the
same right-handed chirality for the lower Dirac cone. In particular,
in the s-polarization geometry, our SARPES measurements reveal
a surprising helical spin texture that the upper and lower Dirac
cones share the same right-handed chirality. This is distinct from
the usual spin texture in the topological insulators where the upper
and the lower Dirac cones show opposite spin chirality. Our results
provide strong experimental evidence for the orbital-selective spin
texture in the Bi2Se3 topological insulator18.

Results
Fermi surface of Bi2Se3. By utilizing polarized light source
and taking advantage of the photoemission matrix element
effect, ARPES can selectively excite and probe orbitals involved in
the measured electronic states19. Figure 1 shows the ARPES
spectral-weight distribution of the Bi2Se3 topological insulator
at different binding energies measured by s- (upper panels)
and p-polarization (lower panels) geometries (for measurement
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Figure 1 | ARPES intensity maps at different energies for the Bi2Se3 topological insulator. The ARPES intensity maps measured in s- and p-polarization

geometries are presented in the upper panels and lower panels, respectively. The energies labelled on the top of the figure are relative to the energy
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geometries, see Methods below). In the s-polarization
measurements, the spectral weight above the Dirac point is
strong along the kx direction but suppressed along the ky direction
(Fig. 1a,b). Such an intensity distribution is reversed for the lower
Dirac cone where the intensity along the ky is strong but
suppressed along the kx direction (Fig. 1d). In the p-polarization
measurements, the spectral intensity is more uniform with slight
variation in the measured constant energy contours (Fig. 1e,f).
These observations are consistent with the previous report22 that
can be well understood in terms of different components of the p
orbitals probed under different polarization geometries due to the
photoemission matrix element effect (Fig. 2). These results
indicate that, in the p-polarization geometry, electrons with the
out-of-plane pz orbital characters are mainly selected and excited
both for the upper and lower Dirac cones (Fig. 2b). In the s-
polarization geometry, on the other hand, electrons with
dominantly in-plane tangential orbital texture are excited in the
upper Dirac cone, whereas electrons with dominantly radial
orbital texture are excited in the lower Dirac cone, as shown in
Fig. 2c (refs 18,22). We note that Fig. 2b,c depict the overall
dominant orbital textures that are deduced directly from the
photoemission matrix element analysis of the light-polarization-
dependent ARPES measurements22. A recent polarization-
dependent ARPES measurements as well as density functional
theory calculations on Bi2Se3 shows that the in-plane orbital
textures may be layer dependent25.

Proposed spin-orbital texture in Bi2Se3. It was theoretically
proposed that, the spin texture in the topological insulators is not
only locked with the crystal momentum but also coupled with the
orbital texture18. The spin texture of the topological insulators has
been well studied theoretically7,8 and experimentally10–15, leading
to a usual picture as sketched in Fig. 2a that shows a left-handed
spin texture for the upper Dirac cone and a right-handed spin
texture for the lower one. In fact, such a spin texture is not about
the real spin but the total angular momentum J¼ Sþ L, which is
the combination of the real spin S and the orbital angular
momentum L due to the spin-orbital coupling18. Therefore, it

is important to separate the pure spin contribution from the
angular momentum of orbitals. Distinct spin textures are
predicted for different orbital textures in the Bi2Se3 topological
insulator (Fig. 2b,c)18: (1) The out-of-plane pz orbital texture
gives a left-handed helical spin texture for the upper Dirac cone
and a right-handed one for the lower Dirac cone (Fig. 2b); (2) The
in-plane tangential orbital texture gives a right-handed helical
spin texture for the upper Dirac cone (Fig. 2c) and it is reversed
for the lower Dirac cone (not shown in Fig. 2c). (3) The in-plane
radial orbital texture gives a right-handed helical spin texture for
the lower Dirac cone (Fig. 2c) that is reversed for the upper one
(not shown in Fig. 2c). As shown above, the capability of
selectively probing different components of the p orbitals by
ARPES with polarization-variable light source makes it possible
to detect the coupled spin-orbital texture when the spin detection
capability is added. Given the dominant orbital textures
determined in the p- and s-polarization geometries22,18, it is
possible to assign pure spin texture for the upper and lower Dirac
cones as shown in Fig. 2b,c. For the p-polarization geometry
(Fig. 2b), the pure spin texture is opposite in its chirality for the
upper and lower Dirac cones, similar to the total spin texture of
the surface state (Fig. 2a). For the s polarization, however, the
same spin texture is expected for both the upper and lower Dirac
cones, which is distinct from the total spin texture. These sharp
predictions on the orbital-selective spin textures can be directly
examined by SARPES with polarization-variable light source.

Direct observation of spin-orbital texture coupling in Bi2Se3.
Figure 3 shows the measured results on the spin polarization of
the Bi2Se3 Dirac surface state in the s-polarization (Fig. 3a) and
p-polarization (Fig. 3b) geometries. Our newly developed
SARPES system based on VUV laser made it possible to carry out
high-resolution spin-resolved photoemission measurements on
both the upper and lower Dirac cones of the Bi2Se3 surface
state that is critical for the present study (see Methods below).
In Fig. 3a with the s-polarization geometry, the spin-resolved
photoemission spectra (energy distribution curves, EDCs),
labelled by S1 to S5 from bottom to top, were measured on five

Total spin texture p polarization s polarization

Figure 2 | Orbital textures and their coupled spin textures predicted for Bi2Se3. (a) Schematic of the total spin texture for the surface state Dirac cone

in topological insulators. The arrows indicate spin directions. (b) The pz orbitals selectively probed in the p-polarization geometry and their expected

spin texture. In this geometry, from the analysis of the photoemission matrix element effect, the ARPES signal is dominated by the out-of-plane pz orbitals

for both the upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac cone22. It is expected that the pz orbitals are associated with a left-handed helical spin texture for

the upper Dirac cone and a right-handed spin texture for the lower Dirac cone18. (c) Orbital textures probed in the s-polarization geometry and their

related spin textures. In this geometry, the ARPES signal is dominated by the in-plane tangential orbital texture for the upper Dirac cone and the in-plane

radial orbital texture for the lower Dirac cone22. It is expected that the tangential orbital texture in the upper Dirac cone is associated with a right-handed

helical spin texture and the radial orbital texture in the lower Dirac cone is associated with a right-handed spin texture18.
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representative momentum points along the �G�K cut as marked by
the dashed lines in the band image measured from regular ARPES
(Fig. 3c). Likewise, in Fig. 3b with the p-polarization geometry,
spin-resolved EDCs, labelled by P1 to P5, were measured on five
momentum points along the �G�K cut as marked by the dashed
lines in the band image in Fig. 3d. At a given momentum point,
the two EDCs represent the in-plane (sample surface plane) spin
component along the vertical z direction with up (red line plus
circles) and down (blue line plus triangles) spin orientation (see
Methods for details). There are three kinds of peaks observed in
EDCs that correspond to the upper Dirac band (marked by black
diamond), lower Dirac band (black asterisk), and bulk conduction
band (black empty circle). We note that the bulk conduction band
also shows in-plane spin polarization along the vertical z direc-
tion that exhibits interesting variations with momentum and the
light polarization. In the present paper, we will mainly con-
centrate on studying the spin structure of the Dirac surface state
and leave the discussion on bulk states elsewhere.

Let us now have a close examination on the spin polarization
variation with momentum, energy and the light polarization. We
start with the s-polarization geometry measurements as shown in
Fig. 3a,c. In the spin-resolved EDCs for the momentum S5
corresponding to the right Fermi momentum kFR in Fig. 3c, the
peak located near the Fermi level (EF) comes from the upper
Dirac cone, whereas the peak with 0.58 eV binding energy is from
the lower Dirac cone. At both of these two peak positions, the up-
spin component dominates. This means that the dominant in-
plane spin orientation points upward for both the points on the
upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac cone at this momentum
kFR, as marked in the right panel of Fig. 3c. When the momentum
moves to S4 that is between kFR and the �G point, there are three
peaks observed in the spin-resolved EDCs: the peak close to the
Fermi level is from the bulk conduction band, whereas the other
two peaks around 0.28 eV and 0.44 eV come from the surface

band above and below the Dirac cone, respectively. It is clear that
these two peaks of the Dirac surface state show similar spin
polarization behaviour as observed at kFR. The momentum S3 is
close to the �G point and the up-spin EDC is nearly identical to
the down-spin one, indicating that the in-plane spin polarization
along the z direction is very small. After the momentum
goes across the �G point to the S2 and S1 points, the peak from
the upper Dirac cone shows spin polarization again but with
the opposite spin orientation when compared with the measure-
ments for S5 and S4. This means that the dominant spin direction
for S1 and S2 is opposite to that of S4 and S5 for the upper
Dirac cone. The intensity of the lower Dirac cone at S1 and S2
points is relatively lower than that at S5 and S4 points, probably
caused by the matrix element effects in the photoemission
process. It is clear that, for the S1 momentum point close to the
left Fermi momentum kFL as marked in Fig. 3c, the down-spin
component dominates for both the upper and lower Dirac cones,
indicating that the dominant in-plane spin orientation points
downward for both the upper and lower Dirac cones near kFL, as
marked in the right side of Fig. 3c. The opposite spin orientation
at the left and right Fermi momenta is consistent with the
unique spin-momentum locked spin texture in topological
insulators. Our SARPES results in the s-polarization geometry
(Fig. 3a,c) uncover, for the first time, an unexpected spin texture
where the upper Dirac cone shares the same right-handed
chirality with the lower one. Such a spin texture is unusual from
the normal spin texture of topological insulators as usually
considered (Fig. 2a).

The SARPES results of the Bi2Se3 surface state measured in the
p-polarization geometry are presented in Fig. 3b,d. The experi-
mental conditions for the p-polarization geometry are similar to
the s-polarization geometry except for the light-polarization
change. The momentum P5 is close to the right Fermi
momentum kFR and thus at the similar momentum point with
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momentum points are marked as the dashed lines in the band image measured from regular ARPES in the s-polarization geometry (c) The EDC peaks

corresponding to the bulk band, the upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac cone are marked by empty circle, solid diamond and asterisk, respectively.

(b) Spin-resolved EDCs at five representative momenta along the �G�K momentum cut in the p-polarization geometry. The corresponding momentum

points are marked as the dashed lines in the band image measured from regular ARPES in the p-polarization geometry (d) On the right side of c, the

measured spin texture in the s-polarization geometry is sketched for both the upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac cone. On the right side of d, the spin

textures in the p-polarization geometry is sketched.
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S5 in Fig. 3a,c. But there is a marked difference on the spin
direction between these two light polarization geometries. While
the dominant spin directions for the upper Dirac cone and the
lower Dirac cone are the same in the s-polarization geometry,
they are opposite in the p-polarization geometry. Specifically,
for the upper Dirac cone, the spin direction measured by p and
s polarizations is opposite, whereas it is the same for the
lower Dirac cone. A careful examination of the spin-resolved data
at different momenta in Fig. 3b, as has been done for Fig. 3a for
the p-polarization geometry, suggests a spin texture picture
shown in the right panel of Fig. 3d. We note that, at P1
momentum point, the upper Dirac cone band is very weak
and the peak near the Fermi level comes mainly from the bulk
band, as shown in Fig. 3b,d. But at P2 and P3 momentum points,
the bulk band and surface band are well separated and it
shows clearly that the spin texture of the upper Dirac cone is
opposite to that of the lower Dirac cone. For the p-polarization
geometry, the upper Dirac cone shows a left-handed chirality,
whereas the lower Dirac cone shows a right-handed chirality,
which is similar to the total spin texture of the topological
surface state in Bi2Se3.

We note that in the s-polarization geometry, according to the
photoemission matrix element analysis, the contribution from the
radial orbital texture to the spectral intensity of the lower
Dirac cone should be zero. The observed intensity of the lower
Dirac cone is indeed strongly suppressed when comparing
Fig. 3a measured in s polarization with Fig. 3b measured in
p-polarization geometry, consistent with the dominant radial
orbital texture expected in the lower Dirac cone. However, there
remains some weak signal present for the lower Dirac cone in the
s-polarization geometry (Fig. 3c); similar observation was also
reported before22. The multi-component picture18,25 seems to
give a natural explanation of this residual spectral intensity when
one considers there is a mixture of other components such as the
tangential orbital texture, in addition to the dominant radial
texture, that can give rise to this residual spectral weight. The
layer-dependent orbital texture picture25 has an additional
advantage to explain the intensity asymmetry between the
positive and negative momentum sides in p polarization
(Fig. 3d). In addition, we cannot fully rule out whether the
residual spectral weight might be due to the finite momentum
resolution or slight sample misalignment during the spin-resolved
measurements. The mixing of the bulk valence band with the
lower Dirac band cannot be excluded either. The exact origin of
the residual spectral weight needs further investigations.

To further confirm that the observed spin-texture switching is
purely caused by the polarization change of the incident light, we
carried out a particular SARPES experiment: we measured on a
Bi2Se3 sample by switching the light polarization only while
keeping all the other experimental conditions exactly the same.
The spin-resolved EDCs, which were measured near the right
Fermi momentum kFR marked by the the green line in the inset in
Fig. 4a, show two peaks: the peak near the Fermi level
corresponds to the upper Dirac cone, whereas the peak at
0.60 eV binding energy is from the lower Dirac cone. In the
s-polarization geometry (Fig. 4a), the upper Dirac cone is
dominated by the up-spin component. When the light polariza-
tion is switched to p-polarization geometry (Fig. 4b), the same
upper Dirac cone becomes dominated by the down-spin
component. On the other hand, the lower Dirac cone is
dominated by the up-spin component in both the s- and
p-polarization geometries. We note that the spin polarization
at the Dirac point clearly approaches to zero in both the s- and
p-polarization geometries, reflecting the fact of Kramers degen-
eration at the Dirac point. These results further corroborate the
above measurements in Fig. 3. It also vividly demonstrates that

the spin orientation of the upper Dirac cone can be manipulated
up and down simply by switching the light polarization.

Discussion
The change of the spin texture with the light polarization in the
upper Dirac cone of the Bi2Se3 surface state was reported very
recently by two independent spin-ARPES measurements17,26.
Quite different theoretical pictures were employed to interpret
these similar experimental results. In one case, such a spin texture
switching was attributed to the intrinsic property of the
topological surface state in Bi2Se3 in terms of the spin-orbital
texture coupling of the initial state18,26. In the other case, it is
interpreted as a result of the spin-dependent interaction of the
helical surface electrons with the incident light, which originates
from strong spin-orbit coupling and implies that the usually
accepted spin-conservation scenario for spin-resolved photo-
emission may become invalid in these materials17. No distinction
can be made between these two fundamentally different scenarios
if only the upper Dirac cone is measured because they predict a
similar spin texture for the upper Dirac cone. However, when the
spin texture of both the upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac
cone is considered, it is possible to distinguish between them. In
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this case, according to the spin-orbital texture picture18, the spin
chirality of the lower Dirac cone can be either the same (in s-
polarization geometry, Fig. 2c) or opposite (in p-polarization
geometry, Fig. 2b) to that of the upper Dirac cone. On the other
hand, according to the spin-dependent interaction
interpretation17, with the photoelectron spin texture predicted
for the upper Dirac cone to be like in Fig. 4b (in
p-polarization geometry) and 4c (in s-polarization geometry) of
ref. 17, the expected spin orientation of the lower Dirac cone is
always opposite to that of the upper Dirac cone, both in p- and
s-polarization geometries. It is therefore crucial to simultaneously
detect the spin structure of both the upper Dirac cone and lower
Dirac cone under different polarization geometries that has been
a challenge for SARPES measurements15. As shown in the above,
our VUV laser-based state-of-the-art SARPES system (see
Methods) made it possible to fulfil such measurements. Our
observation of the same spin chirality for the upper and the lower
Dirac cones in the s-polarization geometry is not compatible with
the spin-dependent interaction interpretation17 without
considering the unique spin-orbital texture in the initial state.
Instead, the measured spin chirality and its relative orientation
for the upper and lower Dirac cones in both the s- and
p-polarization geometries (right sides of Fig. 3c,d) show a perfect
agreement with that expected from the spin-orbital texture
picture (Fig. 2b,c). In particular, the unusual observation of the
same spin chirality for the upper and lower Dirac cones in the s-
polarization geometry can be naturally understood in this orbital-
dependent spin texture picture as proposed by Zhang et al.18 and
Zhu et al.25 However, we caution that we cannot completely
exclude the contribution of the bulk effects that may hinder the
clear observation of the spin polarization from the surface Dirac
cone. In particular, the contribution of the bulk states may get
larger in the spin-resolved photoemission intensities in p-
polarization geometry due to the stronger hybridization
between the lower surface Dirac cone and the bulk valence
band14.

Our understanding of the observed light-polarization-depen-
dent spin texture in Bi2Se3 in terms of the spin-orbital texture18

seems to contradict from the previous spin-dependent interaction
interpretation17 where the spin orientation is varied by light
polarization during the photoemission process due to spin-
dependent interaction of the helical surface electrons with the
incident light. In non-magnetic materials, the spin-flipping
transition due to the direct coupling of the radiation field of
the incident light is usually thought to be negligible when
compared with the spin-conserving electric dipole transitions27.
In the presence of the spin-orbit coupling, the spin-conserving
electric dipole transition can produce the spin-dependent
transition matrix elements16. However, we note that the
predicted photoelectron spin texture for the p-polarization
geometry shown in Fig. 4b of ref. 17 is the same as the
calculated initial spin texture coupled with px orbital in Fig. 3a of
ref. 18. Similarly, the spin texture for the s-polarization geometry
(Fig. 4c of ref. 17) is the same as the initial spin texture coupled
with py orbital (Fig. 3b of ref. 16). These similarities may not be
surprising because the predicted photoelectron spin texture in
Fig. 4 of ref. 25 is based on the calculations that already included
the matrix element effect associated with the photoemission
process16. In this sense, even though no orbital is explicitly
specified in ref. 17, the spin-resolved ARPES still picks different
partial orbital components of the total p orbital when different
linear light polarizations are used. Different spin textures of the
photoemitted electrons are detected because they are coupled
with the selected orbital textures of the initial states.
This interpretation of the predicted spin texture in ref. 17
seems more plausible than the interpretation merely based on the

spin-dependent interaction of the helical surface electrons with
the incident light without considering the spin-orbital textures
coupling in Bi2Se3. It may also reconcile the calculated results in
refs 16 and 18. The unique spin texture of Bi2Se3 detected with
different light polarizations can still be understood within the
normal spin-conservation transitions and is a demonstration of
the intrinsic spin-orbital texture coupling in topological
insulators.

In conclusion, by taking high-resolution SARPES measure-
ments with variable light polarizations, which cover both the
upper Dirac cone and the lower Dirac cone, we have revealed
interesting spin textures in the Bi2Se3 topological insulator. (1) In
the s-polarization geometry, both the upper and the lower Dirac
cones have the same helical spin texture with the right-handed
chirality. This is fundamentally different from the general spin
texture of topological insulators. (2) In the p-polarization
geometry, the upper Dirac cone has a left-handed spin texture,
whereas the lower Dirac cone shows a right-handed spin texture.
(3) By varying between the s- and p-polarization geometry, the
spin texture of the upper Dirac cone can be switched between the
right-handed and the left-handed chirality, whereas the lower
Dirac cone keeps the same chirality. These observations constitute
strong evidence of the spin-orbital texture in the Bi2Se3

topological insulator. Our results also indicate that the light-
polarization-dependent spin texture is the manifestation of the
intrinsic spin-orbital texture in the initial state combined with the
photoemission matrix element effects. This restores the validity
of the generally accepted spin-conservation picture that is a
foundation of the spin-resolved photoemission technique. Our
new observation of the spin-orbital texture, in addition to its
usual spin-momentum locking, provides an additional degree of
freedom in controlling the spin structure in topological insulators.
It also demonstrates that light manipulation of spin texture is
possible in topological insulators, which is important for their
future applications in spin-related technologies.

Methods
Samples growth methods. High-quality single crystals of Bi2Se3 were grown by
the self-flux method5. Bismuth and selenium powders were weighed according to
the stoichiometric Bi2Se3 composition. After mixing thoroughly, the powder was
loaded into an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz tube. The above processes
were all done in an argon-atmosphere glove box with O2r0.1 p.p.m. and
H2Or0.1 p.p.m. The quartz tubes were taken out and sealed after being evacuated.
The mixed materials were heated to 1,000 �C, held for 12 h to obtain a high
degree of mixing, and then slowly cooled down to 500 �C over 100 h before
cooling to room temperature. Single crystals of B1 cm in size were obtained by
cleaving.

The s- and p-polarization geometries in photoemission measurements. The
experimental geometry for the sample, the electron energy analyser and the light is
shown in Fig. 5. The mirror plane is defined by the lens axis of the electron energy
analyser and the surface normal of the measured sample. The direction of the E
vector for the linearly polarized incident VUV laser can be continuously varied. For
the s-polarization geometry (Fig. 5a), the E vector (shown as the green arrow) is
perpendicular to the mirror plane. For the p-polarization geometry (Fig. 5b), the E
vector lies within the mirror plane.

The spin- and angle-resolved photoemission methods. The spin- and angle-
resolved photoemission measurements were performed on our newly developed
VUV laser-based state-of-the-art spin- and angle-resolved photoemission system
(SARPES), which combines the Scienta R4000 analyser with a Mott-type spin
detector. The photon energy of the laser is 6.994 eV with a bandwidth of 0.26 meV.
The best energy resolution for regular ARPES measurements is B1 meV.

The spin detection in our SARPES system is realized by using a Mott-type spin
detector that consists of a heavy element target (thorium) with strong spin-orbital
coupling, and four surrounding channeltrons to detect the scattered electrons
(Fig. 6d). When the spin-polarized photoelectrons are accelerated by high voltage
(25 kV) and hit the target, the intensity of the scattered electrons measured by the
four channeltrons will be different due to the spin-orbital interaction between the
incident electrons and nucleus in the target. Such a signal difference can be taken as
a measure of the spin polarization of the incident electrons. In the Mott-type spin
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detector, each component of the spin polarization is detected by two channeltrons.
For example, in our measurement geometry as shown in Fig. 6d, the vertical z
component of the spin polarization (Pz) is determined by the left (L) and right (R)
channeltrons, whereas a pair of the up (U) and down (D) channeltrons measures
the y component (Py). It is well known that the Mott-type spin detector has
extremely low efficiency leading to poor instrumental resolution and low detection
efficiency for the normal SARPES measurements23,24. The utilization of the VUV
laser source has greatly improved the capability of our SARPES system. Because of
the intrinsic narrow linewidth of the VUV laser (B0.26 meV) and its super-high
photon flux28, we are able to obtain the best spin-resolved energy resolution of

B2.5 meV (Fig. 6c). To our knowledge, this is the best energy resolution achieved
so far in the spin-resolved photoemission measurements. The best angular
resolution of our SARPES is B0.3 degree; the momentum resolution is further
improved due to the utilization of a low photon energy of the VUV laser
(hn¼ 6.994 eV). In addition, our SARPES system is able to do spin-resolved
measurement and regular angle-resolved measurement simultaneously, thus
achieving an accurate location of the measured momentum point. To improve the
data statistics and reduce the measurement time, we set the spin-resolved energy
resolution at 25 meV for the SARPES measurements of Bi2Se3 reported in this
work. The angular resolution used is 0.75/0.5 degree parallel/perpendicular
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to the momentum cut direction (corresponding to a momentum resolution of
0.023/0.015 Å� 1 for the 6.994 eV photon energy). The spin-resolving capability of
our SARPES system is demonstrated by measuring a standard sample Au(111),
which serves as a good reference for the spin polarization and chirality
measurements in the Bi2Se3 topological insulator. Because of the Rashba effect29,30,
the surface state of Au(111) splits into two branches of bands with well-defined
spin polarization (Fig. 6b)31,32. Two corresponding Fermi surface sheets are
formed with well-defined spin texture (Fig. 6a): the inner cone has a left-handed
chirality, whereas the outer one has a right-handed chirality23,33. Figure 6e shows
the band structure of the Au(111) surface state measured along a momentum cut
shown as a pink thick line in Fig. 6a. The simultaneous measurement by the four
channeltrons in the spin detector gives four spin-resolved photoemission spectra
(EDCs) shown in Fig. 6f for the momentum point shown in Fig. 6e (dashed blue
line). Because of much improved energy and angular resolutions, two peaks are
well resolved in our spin-resolved EDCs (Fig. 6f). There is little difference between
the two EDCs from the up (U) and down (D) channels, indicating a negligible spin
polarization along the y direction that is an out-of-plane spin component. On the
other hand, the two EDCs from the left (L) and right (R) channels show obvious
difference in their intensity at two peak positions. Moreover, the relative intensity
from these two channels is opposite for the two peaks: for the 0.16 eV binding
energy peak associated with the outer cone, the L channel intensity (blue line) is
higher than that of the R channel (red line); for the 0.05 eV peak related with
the inner cone, it is the opposite. This indicates that there exists spin polarization
along the vertical z axis, which is in the plane of the Au(111) surface and the
spin polarization directions for these two peaks are opposite. These observations
are consistent with previous results on Au(111) (refs 23,33) and demonstrate the
spin-resolved capability of our SARPES system. In particular, it has established a
good correspondence between the spin chirality and the intensity difference among
the channeltrons, as marked in Fig. 6f. For the inner cone in Fig. 6a with a left-
handed chirality, it corresponds to the 0.05 eV peak where the right channel
intensity is higher than that of the left channel, whereas for the outer cone with a
right-handed chirality, it corresponds to the 0.16 eV peak, where the intensity of
the left channel is higher than that of the right channel.

For the regular ARPES and spin-resolved ARPES measurements, the Fermi level
is referenced by measuring on a clean polycrystalline gold that is electrically

connected to the sample holder. The Bi2Se3 samples were all cleaved and measured
at 30 K in vacuum with a base pressure better than 5� 10� 11 torr.

Analysis of the SARPES data. Figure 7 shows the data analysis procedure for the
spin-resolved EDCs in Figs 3 and 4. In Fig. 7, both the original and processed
SARPES data obtained in s- (left panel) and p- (right panel) polarization geometries
are presented. The corresponding momentum point is near the right Fermi
momentum kF as marked by the green line in the inset. Figure 7a,b shows the
original EDCs recorded by the left and right channels of the spin detector (Fig. 6d)
in s- and p-polarization geometries, respectively. According to the measurement
geometry of the spin detector sketched in Fig. 6d, the in-plane (sample surface
plane) spin polarization along the z axis, Pz, can be determined by the intensity
asymmetry between the left and right channels:

Pz¼
1

Seff
� IL � IR

IL þ IR
; ð1Þ

where IL and IR are intensities of the scattered photoelectrons collected by the left
and right channels of the spin detector, respectively. Seff stands for the effective
Sherman function34,35 and is known to be 0.17 (refs 36,37). The obtained
polarization curves, Pz, show relatively high in-plane polarization of the upper and
lower Dirac cones in Bi2Se3 (Fig. 7e,f). The values of Pz near the Fermi level are
B54% and B60% measured in s- and p-polarization geometries, respectively.
Although the original EDCs recorded by the left and right channels in Fig. 7a,b
clearly show nearly zero spin polarization around the Dirac point and above EF,
some data points of the calculated Pz curves deviate significantly from zero due to
an overall low intensity and poor sign-to-noise ratio of the unpolarized
background. We thus remove the data points above EF and make a 5-points
smooth to the Pz curves as presented in Fig. 7e,f for the s- and p-polarization
geometries, respectively. With the polarization values Pz obtained, it is then
straightforward to get the spin-resolved EDCs by the following equations:

IUp¼ 1þPz
2 �ðIL þ IRÞ

IDown¼ 1� Pz
2 �ðILþ IRÞ;

ð2Þ

where IUp and IDown represent up- and down-spin components along z axis. The
obtained spin-resolved EDCs are shown in Fig. 7c,d for s- and p-polarization
geometries, respectively which are plotted as Fig. 4 in the main text. The spin-
resolved EDCs shown in Fig. 3a,b were obtained in a similar manner.
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